SUSTAINABLE
BUILDINGS
RESEARCH
CENTRE

The Sustainable Buildings Research Centre is a multidisciplinary facility that hosts a wide range of research
and industry collaborations to address the challenges
of making buildings sustainable. We are pioneering
new approaches to building design, construction and
retroﬁtting techniques to create more eﬀective places
to live and work.

LEADING
THE WAY TO A
RESTORATIVE
FUTURE

Buildings have major economic,
environmental and social impacts on our
community and the planet. Between a
quarter and a half of all greenhouse gas
emissions result from our construction
and use of buildings.
Our mission is to assist in the rapid
decarbonisation of our built environment.

SUSTAINABLE
BUILDINGS

Senior Professor
Paul Cooper
SBRC Director

The aim of the SBRC is to
research, collaborate, and
link with industry to meet
the challenge of improving
the performance of our new
and existing building stock.

Welcome to the Sustainable Buildings
Research Centre. The SBRC team’s mission
is to improve the economic, social and
environmental performance of our buildings
and our built environment, and we have a
strong focus on improving the performance
of existing buildings by developing, applying
and evaluating advanced building retroﬁt
technologies and systems.

We have an enviable track record in inspiring
our community to adopt environmentally
sustainable technologies and practices,
through Team UOW students and staﬀ who
built the Illawarra Flame and Desert Rose
houses and won the international Solar
Decathlon China 2013 competition and
placed second at Solar Decathlon Middle East
2018, for example.

The SBRC building itself is an ultrasustainable and world-class facility that is
the ﬂagship of our research, training and
demonstration activities. It is home to a wide
range of building performance research
infrastructure, and we have an impressive
array of mobile test equipment for analysis
and improvement of the performance of
existing buildings.

Together with our industry and academic
collaborators from around the world we are
developing new products and systems that
will not only improve the energy eﬃciency
and sustainability of our buildings today,
but which will improve the resilience of our
built environment to climate, economic and
social change in the future. We look forward
to working with our many existing and new
industry and community partners.

RESEARCH
The SBRC will lead the way in sustainable
building research through delivery of
advanced building and retroﬁt technologies,
integrated component testing, skills training
and researching the impacts of day-to-day
behaviours of building occupants.
COLLABORATION WITH INDUSTRY
The SBRC oﬀers consulting expertise in
many areas including: sustainable building
design, retroﬁts for energy eﬃciency,
building performance measurement and
modelling, distributed generation, and
understanding of human factors associated
with energy eﬃciency technology adoption.
A dedicated public display and industry
demonstration area is also provided within
the facility.
TEACHING AND TRAINING
Coursework
University of Wollongong has proactively
embedded sustainability and energy eﬃciency
content into its engineering degree courses,
including a new Architectural Engineering
degree, and is supported by the SBRC
teaching staﬀ and facilities.
We are currently developing a Master of
Engineering in Energy Eﬃciency and
Sustainability to up-skill graduates and
professionals in the area of retroﬁtting for
energy eﬃciency and sustainability. Course

content is being developed in consultation
with TAFE NSW to ensure that “Theory
meets Practice”.
Continuing Education
The SBRC has partnered with many
industry representatives to provide one and
two day professional development training
courses for energy eﬃciency in the areas of:
residential and commercial building upgrades
and retroﬁts, energy auditing, and renewable
and distributed generation.
DEMONSTRATION AND
INSPIRATION
Living Laboratory Program
The SBRC Living Laboratory Program uses
real buildings for demonstration, display and
testing of retroﬁtting and sustainable building
technologies and components. The overall
goal of the program is to better understand
how buildings and occupants perform and
behave, in order to beneﬁt industry and our
community.
Solar Decathlon Entry
Team UOW were the ﬁrst team from
Australia to gain entry into a Solar
Decathlon, and took a unique approach to the
competition by being the ﬁrst to demonstrate
how to retroﬁt an existing home. Team UOW
won the competition in China in 2013 with
the highest ever overall score. The winning
Illawarra Flame House now forms part of the
SBRC facilities and is utilised for ongoing
education and research activities.

is a HVAC and building
controls specialist and
passionate about his students.
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is developing advanced control
systems for innovative buildings.
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develops smart drive educational
tools while managing SBRC
facilities.

enjoys cultivating SBRC
gardens while deﬁning building
typologies for energy eﬃciency
retroﬁts.

is researching how educational
buildings behave so they can be
retroﬁtted for energy eﬃciency.

is our process modelling expert who
spends his time on the SBRC roof
researching PV thermal systems.

RESEARCHERS, ACADEMICS, STUDENTS & PARTNERS

Zhenjun

A DIVERSE MIX OF PEOPLE LINKED BY A COMMON GOAL
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Dennis

William

Eva

Alan

is mining building data to fault ﬁnd
building management systems.

works hard on his research, but
ﬁnds time for a game of SBRC table
tennis.

loves singing, dancing… and a
comfortable indoor environment!

enjoys discussing environmental
issues and is passionate about
building performance assessment.

loves hanging out with the SBRC
family, when he’s not researching
phase change materials.

is keen to ﬁnd better ways to protect
households from bush ﬁres.

WATER, WIND,
EARTH OR FIRE.
WE TACKLE
THE LOT
Our themes and areas of research
are diverse, all focused on making
buildings more liveable, more
sustainable, more cost-eﬀective, and
kinder to our environment.

Energy:
Efficiency,
Generation
and Storage
Resilience
& Climate
Adaption
Human
Factors

Water

Materials,
Construction
and Life Cycle
Analysis
Modelling
and Decision
Support
Systems

• Micro-grids (building or precinct scale)
• Ground source heat pumps
• Smart home systems
• Phase change material applications
• Photovoltaic-thermal systems
• Demand-side management
• Distributed generation
• Ventilation control systems
• Electric vehicles

• Net zero energy buildings
• Building management systems
• Heat recovery
• Refrigeration systems
• Thermal storage
• Energy informatics/intelligent built
environment

• Aged care
• Thermal comfort and heatwaves
• Green and cool roofs, and walls

• Bushﬁre
• Hail
• Urban heat island

• Low income households
• Indoor Environmental Quality
• Facilitating deep retroﬁts

• Thermal comfort
• Aged and dementia care

• Solar powered membrane distillation
• Energy from waste water
• Black and grey water treatment

• Green roofs and living walls
• Net zero water buildings

• Materials life cycle analysis
• Building fabric upgrades
• Heat and moisture transfer in buildings
• Building management systems
• Innovative facades, cladding and
rooﬁng
• Phase change materials

• Educational buildings
• Low grade commercial buildings
• Retroﬁtting methodologies
• Apartment buildings: construction and
performance
• Construction process analysis

• Building energy modelling
• Cost beneﬁt analysis
• Site audit tools
• Energy epidemiology

• Building typology studies
• Decision support systems
• Life cycle analysis

WE STAND BY
OUR RESEARCH
DELIVERING AN
INNOVATIVE BUILDING
USING THE NATURAL
RESOURCES AVAILABLE
ON SITE

ANNUAL WEATHER
200+ sunny days with an average annual
rainfall of 1000 mm

FACILITIES
• Energy, Water, Thermoﬂuid, Ambient and
Building Element testing laboratories
• Sustainability Exhibition and Learning
spaces
• Building Insight Facility and Micro-grid
Test Area

FLOOR AREA
• 1700 m2 of oﬃce and laboratory spaces
• 900 m2 of industrial research highbay
• 360 m2 of roof-top testing space
• 1700 m2 of external breakout space

MILESTONES
• First 6 Star Green Star design rated building
in the Illawarra
• Ultra-low energy consumption of less than
60 kWh/m2 per annum

OCCUPATION/CAPACITY
50 research staﬀ, students and industry
partners.

SUSTAINABILITY TARGET
• The ﬁrst certiﬁed Living Building in
Australia under the International Living
Building ChallengeTM Program

LOCATION
One hour south of Sydney at the University
of Wollongong’s Innovation Campus.

Meaningful applied
research requires a
cutting-edge facility.
The SBRC provides that
facility.
Based on the principles of the Living
Building Challenge™, the SBRC has pushed
the boundaries of sustainable design
and construction. Leading by example,
the SBRC hopes to inspire communities
throughout Australia to take action on
sustainability.

SUSTAINABILITY STREET
The SBRC is creating a Sustainability Street
with space for up to seven buildings of
various characteristics, functions and themes,
where individual companies or consortia can
build their demonstration high-performance
buildings. The SBRC will oﬀer full testing
and evaluation services of the construction
and ongoing building operations.
UOW INNOVATION CAMPUS

As a Living Laboratory, the SBRC provides
a demonstration space for display of
sustainable building technologies and
components that will be of beneﬁt to the
sustainable buildings industry.
The SBRC Living Laboratory program
also extends to the broader UOW campus
where a distributed retroﬁt program is being
implemented, including analysis of human
behaviour and attitudes to energy eﬃciency
retroﬁts.

The UOW Innovation Campus is located in
Wollongong, NSW (an hour south of Sydney)
and aims to provide an environment for
commercial and research entities to co-locate
with UOW teams to establish successful and
productive partnerships.

I NNOVATION
CAMPUS

KEY BUILDING
FEATURES
NET ZERO ENERGY

CAR FREE LIVING

160 kW onsite renewable
energy system produces
more power than the building
uses each year.

Twenty dedicated bike spaces
with change rooms, electric
vehicle charging/parking and
close to public transport.

NET ZERO WATER

EDIBLE GARDENS

BUILDING LAYOUT

ADVANCED BUILDING
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Onsite rainwater harvesting
and treatment system.

H-shaped ﬂoorplate designed
to optimise natural ventilation,
provide access to fresh air,
natural light and optimise the
use of thermal mass.

Onsite vegetable, herb
and fruit gardens.

Advanced BMS to control,
monitor and report on all
building systems.

HYBRID MIXED MODE
VENTILATION

LOW IMPACT IT SOLUTION

INTERNAL GREEN WALL

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SAFE MATERIALS

Natural ventilation with a
ground source heat pump
driven displacement system
and in-slab hydronics.

Three vertical green walls
within internal atrium space.

PLUG & PLAY MICRO-GRID

Advanced electrical and
communication system to
mimic the broader utility
network and enable testing and
demonstration of emerging
power technologies.

Energy eﬃcient thin-client
hardware operating in a virtual
desktop environment with
softphone technology.

Building materials
predominantly free of
Red Listed chemicals.

LOCALLY SOURCED
MATERIALS

All primary materials have
been sourced within a
limited radius of site.

EFFICIENT,
RENEWABLE,
NET ZERO

Based on optimised passive design principles, natural ventilation
and careful equipment selection, the SBRC is an ultra-low energy
building.
The SBRC continues to produce more energy each year than it
consumes by using a number of renewable on-site generation
technologies including solar, wind and a variety of energy storage.

SBRC CUMULATIVE
ENERGY 2015 (MWh)
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RESEARCH
CASE STUDIES
GETTING TO THE SOURCE OF
ENERGY EFFICIENT LIVING
Ground source heat pumps use water or
other liquids in pipes buried underground to
exchange heat with the ground, dispersing
warmth to soil in summer and collecting heat
from the ground in winter that can then be
used inside a building.
Ground source heat pumps have a longer
life span and are more energy eﬃcient than
conventional heating and cooling systems,
however, the high upfront costs of such
systems and limitations on land required to
bury pipes often limit their use.
To get sustainable energy and reduce overall
costs, recent PhD graduate Su Huang,
supervised by Dr Zhenjun Ma and Prof. Paul
Cooper have developed a way of determining
the optimum set up and operation for ground
source heat pump systems for homes and
businesses.
The ground source test system installed
at SBRC, supplied by research partner
GeoExchange Australia, provides the SBRC
building’s base-load heating and cooling
needs.

STUDY TURNS THE HOSE ON
SPRINKLERS FOR BUSHFIRE
SEASON
The severity and frequency of bushﬁres is
predicted to increase due to the changing
climate and as urban expansion into the green
fringes of Australian cities continues to put
more buildings, and people, at risk.
For many people, readily available sprinkler
systems are used as a primary defence
against the threat of bushﬁres. Yet, little is
known about how systems fare against the
heat and winds during a bushﬁre, and even
less is known about how to design and install
a system that provides a home with the most
eﬀective protection.
To ﬁnd answers to both those questions,
PhD student and mechanical engineering
graduate Alan Green is using high-speed
cameras to measure the size and speed of
water droplets from four common sprinkler
heads used in bushﬁre water spray systems.
This data will be used in conjunction with
ﬁeld measurements and simulation of air
movement during weather events to provide
a blueprint for improvements to bushﬁre
sprinkler systems.

DEVELOPING INSIGHTFUL
RESEARCH FACILITIES
BUILDING INSIGHTS FACILITY
Our new Building Insights Facility located
within the Large Building Elements
Laboratory at the SBRC will be completed
in the latter half of 2019. The test facility
will include capability of measuring
the thermodynamic, hygroscopic and
environmental performance of large scale
building elements.
While the primary function of the Building
Insights Facility will be for testing of façades,

wall systems, and building envelope elements
on the outside of environmental chambers,
ﬂexibility in operation will also enable
eﬃciency testing of HVAC systems, and
performance testing of indoor environmental
quality, thermal comfort and air distribution
systems.
Following completion of commissioning, full
research and commercial testing activities
will commence in late 2019.

SBRC BUILDING AND PRECINCT MICRO-GRID
As a net zero energy building the SBRC has
access to a working micro-grid with standard
and hybrid residential and commercial solar
photovoltaics systems, spread across several
buildings on the UOW Innovation Campus.
The micro-grid also includes small scale
electrical and thermal energy storage, a plug-

and-play distributed generation connection
panel, 30kVA rated fully regenerative
arbitrary waveform generator and passive
adjustable load bank, a DC fast charger for
electric vehicles, and extensive building submeter and portable instrumentation.

The SBRC team are passionate about working in the ﬁeld of the built environment and making
it sustainable. We oﬀer a variety of services including commissioned research, testing, training,
development, and consultancy. We bring a variety of expertise and resources to projects
throughout the life of any building, including design, construction, occupation and retroﬁt.

Energy:
Efficiency,
Generation
and Storage

We have experience in design and analysis of:
• Thermal systems
• Power distribution
• Distributed generation
• Renewable energy systems including solar PV, solar
thermal, geothermal and wind
• Building energy performance
• Energy eﬃciency retroﬁt technologies
• Phase change materials
• Ground source heat pumps

Resilience
& Climate
Adaption

We have expertise in:
• Green roofs and green walls
• Energy eﬃciency
• Bushﬁres
• Climate adaptation

Human
Factors

We have expertise in:
• Post occupancy evaluation
• Adaptive thermal comfort
• Cultural dimensions of environmental and
sustainability issues

Water

We have expertise in:
• Water quality, black and grey water systems
• Net zero water buildings
• Solar membrane distillation
• Energy in waste water

Materials,
Construction
and Life Cycle
Analysis

We have experience in design and analysis of:
• Building sustainable construction, retroﬁtting and
upgrade
• Building management systems
• Optimal control of buildings

Modelling
and Decision
Support
Systems

We have expertise in:
• Building energy modelling and simulation
• Life cycle analysis
• Decision support tools
• Building information modelling

RESEARCH AND
CONSULTING
CAPABILITIES
Our micro-grid and energy laboratory allow
for testing of electrical loads and generators
in a variety of grid situations, and includes
facilities for measurement and analysis of
electrical and electronic equipment.

Our portable building HVAC measurement
equipment and thermographic cameras
allow us to measure and assess the thermal
performance of buildings services.

We have electrical energy and power quality
logging equipment suitable for use on
switchboards, sub-circuits, and plug loads.

Our multi-function environment quality
chamber and thermal emulators allow
measurement and analysis of the thermal
performance of devices and equipment.

Our Thermoﬂuids laboratory allows
performance measurement of insulation and
phase change materials.

Our Ambient laboratory includes facilitates
for testing of rooﬁng, and roof mounted
solar devices.

Our unique hail impact test facility can test
the resilience of products such as rooﬁng
materials, photovoltaic and thermal solar
products, glazing, etc.

We have facilities to measure the thermal
and solar performance of building facades.

Our multifunction environment quality
chamber allows for precise control
of ambient conditions for testing and
measurement of factors impacting human
health, comfort and productivity.

Our portable test equipment allows
measurement of air quality, thermal comfort
conditions lighting and acoustics.

Our laboratory is capable of measuring
water quality and analysing waste water.

Our blower doors and thermographic
cameras allow us to measure and assess the
thermal performance of building envelopes.

Our Building Elements Laboratory includes
capability for construction and testing of
building facades and structures.

We also have expertise in:
• Smart devices, grids and cities.
• Energy data analysis.
• Process modelling and optimization.
• Techno economic analysis.

We have access to extensive suites of
software for modelling, simulation and
analysis in a variety of ﬁelds.

THERE’S NOTHING
RETRO ABOUT OUR
APPROACH TO
RETROFITTING
TEAM UOW WINS SOLAR
DECATHLON CHALLENGE
In 2013 the University of Wollongong teamed
up with TAFE Illawarra as a project under
the SBRC to form ‘Team UOW’ in the
Solar Decathlon China 2013. The ﬁrst team
from Australia to gain entry into a Solar
Decathlon, they took a unique approach
by being the ﬁrst in the history of the
competition to demonstrate how to retroﬁt an
existing home. SD China 2013 was held in
Datong, a former ancient capital, 300km west
of Beijing, and was the ﬁrst Solar Decathlon
to be held in Asia.
The net-zero energy, solar-powered Illawarra
Flame House, was designed and built by
students from UOW and TAFE Illawarra. It
was constructed from the ground up at the
competition site in Datong, with all materials
having been shipped over from Australia.
Based on a typical Aussie ﬁbro home, the
design of the Illawarra Flame makes the
most of Australia’s natural environment by
emphasizing water eﬃciency, solar energy

BEFORE

harvesting, passive design and advanced
ventilation systems.
Team UOW was awarded ﬁrst place overall
in the competition, ahead of 19 other teams
from around the globe, achieving the highest
ever overall score!
During the eight days of public exhibition
at SD China, Team UOW toured over
35,000 visitors through their home. With
over 300,000 people having visited the
competition site, it was the biggest Solar
Decathlon in history.
The SBRC is now home to the Illawarra
Flame House as a part of the Living
Laboratory Program. It is the ﬁrst highperformance demonstration house in our
Sustainability Street. The house is used for
ongoing research, is on regular public display,
and is part of the UOW accommodation
facilities.
www.illawarraﬂame.com.au

AFTER

CREATING A
HOUSE FOR LIFE
TEAM UOW LEADS INNOVATION AT
SOLAR DECATHLON MIDDLE EAST
Following on from success at Solar Decathlon
China in 2013, Team UOW Australia-Dubai
students, the SBRC, and industry partners,
joined forces for the Solar Decathlon Middle
East 2018 competition with a new sustainable
house design that celebrates human life in all
its diversity.
The competition was held in a desert setting
at Mohammed Bin Rashid (MBR) Solar Park
in Seih Al-Dahal, about 50km south of the
city of Dubai. Around 40 students from the
University of Wollongong and TAFE NSW
travelled to Dubai for the competition, with
many more contributing to the marketing,
design, prototyping, and pre-construction
over the previous two-year period.
The Desert Rose House, built and operated
by the students, is a net-zero energy home
designed to be innovative, architecturally
inspiring, and engineered to excel in the
extreme climate of Dubai and back home in
Australia.
The house demonstrates it is possible to
construct stylish and sustainable homes

whilst encompassing the changing needs
of an ageing population. Team UOW were
committed to designing a home to improve
the quality of life for people living with aged
related disabilities including dementia. The
house is carefully designed to be adaptive
to a person’s needs as they continue to age,
creating ‘A House For Life’.
Innovations within the home include a second
skin wall, building integrated photovoltaic
thermal tiles, electrical and thermal energy
storage, optimised building automation, and a
hybrid HVAC system.
With the competition involving 15 teams
from 11 countries, Team UOW AustraliaDubai received nine awards, including
second place overall and ﬁrst places in both
innovation and interior design.
The Desert Rose House will join the
Illawarra Flame House at the SBRC as a
demonstration and research facility as part of
Sustainability Street.
www.desertrosehouse.com.au

WE COUPLE
INDIVIDUAL EXPERTISE
WITH COLLABORATIVE
EXCELLENCE
PARTNERS, COLLABORATORS
AND SPONSORS

GET INVOLVED

The SBRC program of activities is
rapidly expanding through growth of
our relationships with groups such as the
Cooperative Research Centre for Low
Carbon Living, TAFE, government agencies
and leading international institutions in
the ﬁeld of building energy eﬃciency and
sustainability.

SBRC is a major research facility for
sustainable buildings in Australia and is the
place to develop and demonstrate the building
technologies of the future.

Additional collaboration is being developed
with industry, government, private and
non-proﬁt organisations. Strategic industry
partners are critical alliances for the
SBRC. We are currently seeking additional
Strategic Industry partners to advance our
joint research agenda in the ﬁelds of energy
eﬃciency and the built environment.
SUSTAINABILTY STREET
The SBRC is currently seeking interest
from architects, product suppliers, builders
and building developers, built environment
representative and certiﬁcation groups,
and government agencies to form several
consortia to construct themed demonstration
homes for our Sustainability Street.

Ways to get involved:
• Collaborate with SBRC in research and
development to enhance your existing
products and services and to develop
new innovations.
• Place a collaborative researcher from
your organisation at the SBRC facility.
• Support a Research Student Placement
to undertake research on a particular
technical, economic or social issue related
to retroﬁtting and sustainable buildings.
• Join a consortium or individually build a
demonstration high-performance building
in our Sustainability Street.
• Become a partner and support Team UOW
for our next Solar Decathlon entry.
• Have your product demonstrated and/or
tested at the SBRC facilities.

Through its innovative design and unique focus on retrofitting,
the SBRC facility provides an opportunity for partners to explore
sustainable technologies in a collaborative environment.
The SBRC is actively seeking industry partners to work with us.

WORKING TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS
RESEARCH CENTRE

sbrc.uow.edu.au

GET INVOLVED
SBRC
Innovation Campus
University of Wollongong
sbrc@uow.edu.au
02 4221 8111

